
Multisensory Intervention: Academic Therapy

Un-breaking their heart by 
helping them come to 
grips with dyslexia

Explaining why we
get them to do what
we get them to do
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• Decided they’re stupid – dyslexia has not explained to them

• Failed interventions up till now – school not following the science and or 
intervention staff not trained well enough

• Have had adults over promise and under deliver – school not following the 
science / intervention staff not trained well enough

• Have not yet learned to connect work to success (attribution theory) and 
haven’t put in the work 

• Have felt blamed for their difficulties - school not following the science / 
intervention staff not trained well enough

• Have been sooked over by parents / teachers – developed a sulky, low 
resilience lifestyle (goal = inadequacy See Adler’s 4 goals of misbehaviour)

• Severe dyslexia – decided life’s not fair – need adults around them to keep 
explaining the difficulties, how they present and why the battle is worth it

• School has a poor culture when it comes to intervention – SLDs not talked 
about – poor teacher knowledge = poor student knowledge

• Deeply discouraged and ashamed – personality is a factor

Resistance To Intervention:  The other RTI!



A knowledge gap about dyslexia 
and our intervention creates a 

vacuum that self-blame and 
self-pity quickly occupies.



You’re either dumb or you’re dyslexic.

You can’t be both at the same time!



Sea of Strengths Model of Dyslexia 
(Shaywitz, 2003)



Talking them through their assessment:

• Look through yourself first to get your head around how you’ll explain it
• Point out their subtest scores and explain the percentiles:

• “If we put you in a room with one hundred kids of your exact age from all over 
the world, got every kid to do that exact activity and then lined the kids up in 
order of how well they went, you’d be here in the line”

• Explain the weak spots that come with dyslexia – Keep it simple
• The brain’s ability to chop words into sounds and to play with sounds
• Working memory

Point out their islands of competence



Simple view of reading 
(after Gough and Tunmer 1986)

Dyslexia is an 
unexpected cluster 
of difficulties with 
the printed word.

Dyslexia masks 

intelligence and 

intelligence 

masks dyslexia. 



Count the letters in the 
alphabet with them.

Ask them: how many 
sounds (phonemes) do we 
use when we talk



It’s time we toughened you up. In your next time on 
earth you will be born with dyslexia

OK Boss, I can live 
with that as long as 

I’m born in Italy, 
Iceland, Norway, 

Spain, Germany or 
Finland! If its an 
English speaking 

country, I’m calling 
the union!









Advanced PA didn’t matter so much 
until some jerk invented writing! 

http://www.cogsci.ucsd.edu/~coulson/CNL/shaywitz-dyslexia.pdf



ăc t

Dat’s phoneme 

segmentation 

and isolation 

baybee!



Phonological Awareness Training using Kilpatrick’s One Minute Activities



So how does dyslexia happen?

Some bits from:

Bill and Emily’s Amazing Talk about 
Dyslexia





Sally and Bennett Shaywitz



Taking pictures of the brain while it reads



The (hacked
neuronally recycled) 
parts of the brain 
that work 
together when 
we read easily 
and quickly



Paying Attention to Reading: The 

Neurobiology of Reading and 

Dyslexia
(Shaywitz S.E  & Shaywitz B.A. 2008)
Development and Psychopathology

Volume 20 / Special Issue 04 / Fall 2008, pp 1329-1349

Copyright © Cambridge University Press 2008

Published online: 07 October 2008



“You will learn to read, 
it’s my job to teach the 

way that you learn”



Explaining Multisensory Learning





Repetition



Take the time to explain and re-explain their three 
memory systems (VAK) and Multisensory 

memorisation strategies
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Beware – they watch us very closely!



This is just your pesky dyslexia  playing up, 
I’m not worried,  I see kids have this trouble 
every day.  keep at it, you’ll get it…



Lots of clever kids get that word  
muddled…

Go back to your sounding out. 



Keep at it, you’ll get it. You know the 
sounds, your brain just needs time to blend 
them together…



Your brain wants to look away from the 
word because it’s confused. All brains want 
to look away from confusing stuff…



Don’t worry, your brain’s muddled some 
sounds – that’s dyslexia…you’ll get it.



We’re teaching your brain to look at 
words in a way it’s not used to – to see 
*parts of words instead of having a big 
fat guess

*seeing syllables and affixes 
(morphology)



Your brain is learning to see words in a new 
way – we call this cracking the code…



What I'm asking you to do will feel yucky 
for a while, that’s just your brain making 
new connections. It will get easier – I 
promise…



It’s OK, take time, you weren’t 
born knowing this…



Kids with 
dyslexia 
need a 

growth 
mindset 
more 
than 
most



Your brain had a lot to think about at 
once as you wrote that word, it’s no 
surprise you forgot about Capitals!...



Don’t panic - your brain’s sound recorder 
just ran out of memory, let’s have 
another crack at that word.



That’s what I call a clever mistake and all 
the clever kids make that one…



You do know, this is just how Einstein, 
Branson and DaVinci felt when they were 
learning to read...



You're allowed to forget…we’ll just put it 
back in there as many times as it takes 
for it to stick!



We are making your brain do work it doesn’t 
want to do. Every time you get that awful 
“I’m so dumb” feeling, your brain just made 
a new connection. Practice, practice, practice 
will keep that connection connected!



You know the letters and sounds, the 
problem with dyslexia is that it muddles 
the sounds. 

Our job is to un-muddle you.

Alison Playford



It’s not fair that you have to work 10 
times harder than kids without dyslexia. 
It sucks. But, we just have to get on with 
it don't we?

Alison Playford



All mistakes are useful.

They are mostly useful to me because 
they let me know what I’ve not taught 
you something well enough…







Charting Progress



Healthy competition 



Recipe for Success

Method

1. First catch your dyslexic pupil, the younger 
the better.

2. Prepare a marinade by mixing together a 
structured, multi-sensory learning program 
taking note of age, ability and interests of the 
pupil.   

3. Season with encouragement, humour, 
motivation, patience and enthusiasm according 
to taste.

4. For a long lasting flavor dip at frequent 
intervals, study skills may be added.

5. Cook gently, until confidence and ability have 
been restored.

6. Let loose on the world but stand by to back 
up, praise, and be amazed.

Barbara Foster, (parent, teacher and inspiration)
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